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A multifunctional optical system for laser technique
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In this paper both the design and principles of operation of a UTM device constructed at our Institute 
are presented. The device may be used to transport laser radiation energy to a definite place of the irra
diated substance, to adjust the radiation parameters like the power density, to form the beam cross- 
section, as well as to control and estimate the results of irradiation.

Such optical systems may be used as an accessory of technological laser arrangements and, to the 
knowledge of the authors, have not been produced in Poland yet. The UTM device has been built mainly 
of the mass production elements produced in Poland.

The UTM device designed and const meted by us is an original technical solution. The photo of the de
vice and the respective optical systems are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Fig. 1. Photography o f telescope-microscope system: 1 — MNF attachment device with micrometric ocular, 2 — reflecting 
microscope, 3 — telescope, 4 — illuminator, 5 — multifunctional optical table, 6 — feeder o f illuminator
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When the laser light source is located close to the entrance pupil of the optical system then the least 
diameter of the concentrated radiation is positioned at the focal plane of the system used [1-4]. The dia
meter of the light spot at the focal plane may be then calculated from the formula

d f O ,  (1)
where /  — focal length of convergent lens,

O — divergent of beam.

Fig. 2. An optical scheme o f the telescopic-microscope system: S i ,  S 2 — lenses o f  the telescopic system, M  — mask, OS  — il
luminator, P  -  prism set (enabling to the observation o f  the sample and removed from the beam trajectory during the irradiation), 
Z  — mirror, P R — irradiated sample, OB — image observed in the OK.15KM ocular, M NF — photographic attachment

It results from the formula (1) that in order to reduce the diameter of the light spot with a given di
vergence of the light beam it is absolutely necessary to shorten the focal length of the system which, in turn, 
leads to the shortening of its working distance. This shortening is disadvantageous, as the chips (of e.g. 
metal) being formed during irradiation may damage or destroy the last lens of the system. Therefore, the 
possibility of focussing the radiation on a light spot, having the diameter of several micrometers with a 
big enough working distance, is ensured by placing a telescope system in front of a long-focal object glass. 
The diameter of a light spot will in this case be determined by formula

d =
f&
r  ’

(2)

where r  — magnification of the telescope.
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In UTM 6-fold magnifying telescope (3 in Fig. 1) consisting of iris diaphragm P, divergent lens .S’, , 
convergent lens S2, mask M  has been applied. The above mentioned elements have been fixed in a met
al (blackened) housing enabling to change the distance between Sd and S2 lenses.

As an optical system used for the observation of the irradiated area, a microscope magnifying 5 200 
times is usually applied. The simplest solution of this type is the application of a typical microscope which 
can be placed at an angle with respect to the optical focussing axis of the object-glass. In this case the focus
sing object-glass and the control microscope make two independent systems. However, by placing the mic
roscope at a certain angle it becomes difficult to irradiate the inaccessible spots of the sample examined, 
since then a part of a field of vision is not sharp, and this, in turn, makes it difficult to carry out the control 
and measurements in the irradiation areas. These faults do not occurr in the optical devices whose focus
sing and controlling system have a common object-glass.

Such a solution has been applied in UTM, where the focussing and observation systems (rcHccting 
microscope 2, Fig. 1) have common replaceable object-glasses with focal distance of 57, 96 and 137 mm.

In such optical systems the beam of laser light can achieve accurately the determined spots on the sam
ple due to the use of micrometric oculars and optical tables, which ensure a high accuracy of steering the 
radiation and the sample. In UTM this function is performed by the application of micrometric ocular 
OK 15 KM and multifunctional optical table 5 (Fig. 1) the latter being composed of subsystems of Fe
dorov's table and toolmaker’s microscope table.

The system constructed performs the functions listed in the Introduction due to possibility of :
— changing the geometry of the sample being irradiated, at a constant radiation energy level,
— changing the radiation energy at a constant irradiation geometry,
— shaping the light-beam cross-section (diaphragm, mask),
— observing and recording the irradiation results by means of a microscope.
It should be mentioned that the system presented has been built of the elements produced by Polish 

Optical Plant, Warsaw.
The described UTM system proved useful in many investigations carried out in the Institute of Phys

ics, Technical University of Łódź, in which the quantity and functionality of the system were checked.
The usefulness of the device was especially remarkable in the following activities:
— the boring of small calibrated orifices in metals by means of laser light beam [5],
— the capillary wave formation in metals by means of laser light beam [6-9].
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